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“Architecture is frozen music”, a famous quote from Johann Wolfgang von Goethe in a recorded
conversation with Eckermann, (1971) assumes that architecture must be static. This perception
suggests that designers only produce buildings, however this oversimplifies and distorts the field
of practice. The character of space is not merely a visual quality as it is usually assumed. It effects
the users before they arrive at a conscious understanding of it. By acknowledging that architecture
is a gradual process rather than timeless is a reminder that architecture is not just spatial but also
temporal.

A space within architecture should be like music, always in flux and evoking an emotional connection. It is the role of the architect to understand how physical senses can influence emotion and
human behaviour. This research will seek a definition of architecture outside of the architecture
practice by challenging current concepts, prompting the emergence of new ideas to construct
architecture. The outcome of this research is to design an architectural project using a music composition to generate ideas that inform the articulation of the design.
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Crescendo - A gradual increase in loudness or intensity

Harmony - The combination of simultaneously sounded musical notes to produce a pleasing effect

Rhythm - A regular repeated pattern of movement or sound

Timbre - The quality of a musical sound distinct from its pitch and intensity

Spectogram - A photographic or other visual representation of an audio spectrum

Synesthetic - The subjective sensation of a sense other than one being stimulated

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The theoretical framework of this dissertation is to examine and put into practice the use of music
to inform architectural design. Architecture is experienced through its built form and materiality,
while music is experienced through an intangible yet direct emotional reaction. The experience of
how music is felt can be applied to architecture by focusing on emotional reactions to the quality
of space. Through the integration of tangible structure and the intangible qualities of space, architecture can be designed that is experienced like a piece of music. This research concept aims to
provide an alternate theory and method of designing architecture.

Architectural Spine is a conceptual design project that is based on the work of music minimalism
Music for 18 Musicians by Steve Reich. The design project provides a replacement and extension
of the landmark structure Jacob’s Ladder in Kings Park in Perth, Western Australia. The new design intends to provide a more stimulating piece of architecture by using the musical composition
to generate ideas that inform the articulation of the space. The music has been analysed through
listening and observation, the site has been observed to inform the opportunity and constraints of
the design, and precedent studies have been examined to generate the design brief. In addition to
this, a concept has been explored that allows the design drawings to be read as an abstract form of
a traditional music score. This provides closure to the project by presenting the original music in
an alternate form after its role in the architecture design process.

Chapter 1
Borrowed from the Element of

Music

ARCHITECTURE as Fine Art

Nikolaus Pevsner in An Outline of European Architecture (1960, p.74-75) states that “A bicycle shed
is a building; Lincoln Cathedral is a piece of architecture. The distinct seems obvious…cathedral is also a building.
But the architect does not only build; he does more”. To understand the distinction between architecture
and building, it must first be established which attributes may not be considered architecture within
the bike shed. Regardless of whether the building is usable and functional, architecture must consider the quality of space. The bike shed is solely utilitarian and may not consider the emotional
and atmospheric qualities of space in the design, whereas architecture like the Lincoln Cathedral
has an atmosphere that provides a peaceful experience for the user. This is achieved through the
careful control of light using stained glassed windows and reflective surfaces. The control of the
building’s acoustics are also carefully considered through the use of high ceilings and hard surfaces.
These considerations of the design distinguish the cathedral from the bike shed, establishing the
architecture as a work of art.

The majority of people feel a strong emotional reaction to music, however this human reaction can
also be explored in architecture through atmosphere and space. While architecture design has always been concerned with visual appearance, site conditions and geometric configurations, design
can be expanded through the use of musical elements to shape and inform space. “Music has the
ability to imagine space without being constrained to a three dimensional space”. (Mallgrave, 2011, p. 56) The
basic elements of music composition are pitch, contour, duration, tempo, dynamics and timbre.
Once translated to architecture, these properties can be explored in a more physical and tangible
way, for example musical structure and dynamics being represented by space within the built form.
It can be observed that architecture, music and many other art forms all share the same linear path.

EQUALITY of the Ar ts

Arthur Schopenhauer (Wicks, 2008) characterises aesthetics in two different ways, one beautiful
and the other sublime. What is beautiful is something that responds with the representation of
visual while sublime is an art that creates a direct and stimulating response with all senses ‘that one
wills’. Schopenhauer argues that the highest sense of art deserves a place at the top of the ladder
of aesthetics. To Schopenhauer, the understanding of architecture stimulates external responses
and imitates nature’s law. Thus, Schopenhauer places architecture at the lowest level of arts, while
music is placed at the highest. Others regard architecture as lacking in spiritual meaning and criticise the practice for not looking outward to other disciplines. It is argued that buildings are limited
by proportion and geometry, bound by physical form. “If art, and more specifically architecture is limiting
itself, it may have lost its actual purpose” (Shapshay, 2008, p. 211 ).

Many philosophers regard architecture as the original and oldest of art forms. But we need a new
realism toward what architecture is and “Art may be understood as a way of opening a window of that house,
and that goes for architecture”. (Harries, 2015, p. 30). It must be understood that multiple pathways
exist to keep exploring, and that one should not rely on a single discipline alone. In response to
the aesthetic ladder by Schopenhauer’s idea of art forms, “Architecture requires the help of another art,
to make the god truly present” (Harries, 2015, p.27). It demands collaboration to develop, innovate and
experiment within the arts. Each of the arts have their own processes to understand how to create
an art form and are equally valuable to evoke an emotional connection. Thus, architecture and music are equal entities that need to be reflected upon as spiritual progress to be true art.

LINEARITY between Architecture and Music
Precedent studies have been reviewed to understand the previous connections made between architecture and music. These precedent studies successfully demonstrate the composition of music
in architecture by implementing structural, spatial, emotional and philosophical aspects into the
design process.

NEUENDORF HOUSE

Simon Unwin has analysed the experience of sound as an emotional journey in Neuendorf House.

Holiday house on the island of Mallorca
by John Pawson and Claudio Silvestrin, 1987-89

The house experiments with what walls can do within musical parameters. Neuendorf House
has a series of programs implemented in the spatial design of the house; the introduction, the
moment of transition and the climax of anticipation and uncertainty. The space is organised and
experienced with a sense of ‘trepidation’ - a change of key in musical terms. (Unwin, 2010, p. 17).
Neuendorf House narrates the architectural space by borrowing elements from music. This precedent study is relevant in approaching the design project through applying a set of musical programs
to the spatial experience.

STRETTO HOUSE

The idea of music in architecture has been explored by Steven Holl. Stretto House in both form

The poetic nature of architecture near Dallas, Texas
by Steven Holl, 1992

and spatial experience is the representation of musical notes overlapping one another (Holl, 1996,
p.8). The house is inspired from the music String, Percussion and Celeste written by the Hungarian
composer Béla Bartók in 1936. The program is divided into four movements that overlap between
percussion and string instruments. The house is divided into several sections from one space to
another, allowing the movement of time to evolve in different ways. Holl understands the irregular rhythm of the music and applies it to the space and the materiality of the built form (1996, p.
7). This includes the ground, the sequence of light, texture, sound and water. Concrete material
is used as a representation of the heavy percussion, metal structures are used to represent light
stringed instruments and the water is used as the overlapping component.

Holl has achieved the sublime in architecture through using music. He has explored the architecture design approach beyond its disciplines by understanding that music is felt and can inform the
emotional quality of the architecture. This precedent study is relevant as it combines the structural
logic and materiality of architecture with the experiential quality of music.

JEWISH MUSEUM

A memorialisation of the emotional journey of the Holocaust is represented in the Jewish Museum

The emotional journey of the Holocaust in Berlin, Germany
by Daniel Libeskind, 1999

designed by architect Daniel Libeskind. The design is inspired by the unfinished composition Moses
und Aaron written by German composer Arnold Schönberg who was assassinated in World War
II. The building materiality is used as a representation and reflection of the horrific history. Wood
is used as a representation of the life before the war, metal as a reflection of the gradual downfall
into chaos and concrete as a representation of the graveyard (Schneider, 1999p. 27). The building’s
spatial composition has neither a clear entry nor exit. It also incorporates dark voids and narrow
walls to evoke the experience of isolation, melancholy and fear. The articulation of the Jewish
Museum represents the patterns, melodies and raising dynamic range in the musical composition.

To Libeskind the building is not just a concept, but also an emotional narrative that allows people
moving through the space to understand the horrific history of the Holocaust. (1999,p.19) Libeskind’s view is a reaction to current architecture practices that intentionally avoid explicit emotion
and meaning. This precedent study has inspired the design project to address the emotional narrative through programs, composition, proportion, scale and materiality.

THE PHILIPS PAVILION

The Philips Pavilion was commissioned by Le Corbusier’s office and designed by Iannis Xenakis

World Fair Pavilions Expo’58 in Belgium
by Iianis Xenakis and Le Corbusier, 1958

for expo’58 in Brussels. It was an architectural experimentation comprising of a concrete form
and an internal immersive experience where the composition Metastasis (by Xenakis, 1954) was
performed. Joseph Clarke analyses the design process of The Philips Pavilion in a journal article.
The design process is divided into three sections: the internal experience of the ‘stomach’, geometry, and a multi-sensory experience (2012, p. 213). This symbolism of the ‘stomach’ is depicted
through programs of light, space and sound. The hyperbolic paraboloid geometry represents the
structure of Metastasis., while the multi-sensorial experience includes a series of constructions,
computerised lighting, and a performance of the music.

The Phillips Pavilion designed by Xenakis is often cited as one of the more influential precedents
for the connection between architecture and music. Although this design approach is extremely
methodical, using mathematical formulations to generate the building’s form, this precedent study
is significant for this research as it explores a multi-sensory experience within architectural space.

Chapter 2
Instrumentelising Expression
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Haverkamp (2013, p.384) explains that the musical structure in visual imagery presents a complex
form of sound that allows the content of music to be identified and easily recognised. Such an
abstract form of sound corresponds to images that are appropriately assigned lines and colours,
in effect this represents music with a readable visual structure. By using prominent objects to confront the organisation of time in music this allows the information to be applied to architecture.
This design project is informed by the musical experience of Music for 18 Musician by Steve Reich
(1978). The work of music minimalism is based on the repetition of rhythm and harmony. Pulsating rhythms remain constant throughout the composition as a series of melodic motifs and
patterns based on a cycle of different chords are explored and deconstructed. Once each chord
has been broken down into 11 different sections the music returns to its original cycle. Some of
the structures within the work are in a concentric (ABCDCBA) pattern.
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Throughout the research phase of the design project the concept of animated and graphic music
notation was explored. Graphic notation represents music by using visual symbols outside the
realm of traditional music notation. This was a practice common in medieval times, however was
revived in the 1950s avant-garde music movement (Pryer, 2013). It has become a popular musical
device within modern music as it allows composers to have more freedom to represent the music
visually. It also provides the performer an opportunity to interpret the score more freely. This
notation concept was taken and applied to the architecture design project. It is intended that the
design drawings can be read as a musical score, also allowing the user experiencing the architecture
to be similar to a musician playing a graphical representation of the score. Therefore the process
of how architecture and music influence each other for this project is:

Music > Architecture > Graphic Notation

Chapter 3
Play The Music into the Site
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Mounts Bay Road has a high volume of fast moving traffic and crossing the road can be hazardous
to pedestrians wishing to access the John Oldham Interchange Parklands, especially from the foot
of Cliff Street and Jacob’s Ladder. Cliff Street is narrow and quiet with a low volume of vehicle
traffic. The street has the potential to function more than a road that merely carries vehicle traffic.
While pedestrians are reasonably served by a choice of routes throughout the study area, generally
the amenities are in need of improvement. Issues such as traffic and pedestrian conflicts, lack of
seating, lack of shelter, footpath width, and discontinuity of paths all require attention.
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The overall level of street trees and plants is sufficient with parallel rows of mature and shady
trees. However there is still an opportunity for improvement through the introduction of further
planting to frame views.
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There are some localised landmarks within the study area that are appreciated by residents and
visitors. These important landmarks include the John Oldham Interchange Parkland, a Moreton
Bay fig tree located at the foot of Jacob’s Ladder, and the Mount Eliza apartment building — a
landmark heritage building known unofficially as the Thermos Flask located at the top of Jacob’s
Ladder.
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The design outcome of this project responds to the community vision adopted by the City of
Perth’s Strategic Community Plan - Vision 2029+. One of the themes of strategic direction is
a healthy and active Perth. Well-integrated design and natural landscapes can provide alternative
lifestyles that enhance the user’s body and spirit through art, cultural and community events. (2013,
p.20)

*Strategy Reference
S15- Reflect and Celebrate the Diversity of Perth
S16- Increase Accessibility to green networks in the City

Chapter 4
An Architectural Spine for 18 Musicians
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When approaching the use of music in architecture, it must be considered how music can be
translated meaningfully. Architecture can be designed that is a direct representation of musical
notes, alternatively architecture can use music as an emotional narrative to inform the program of
a building. For the design of Architectural Spine, the use of patterns, rhythm and harmony is used
to inform the emotional program and quality of the space. The atmosphere and emotional reaction
that these musical techniques generate are translated to the design, resulting in architecture that can
be experienced as if it is a live piece of music.
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The design is linked together by an architectural spine comprising of multiple sections. The spine
also acts as a linking path to other existing landmarks and activities. The user experiences a representation of the repetitive musical patterns as each section transforms through different mediums
of the site. Although similar patterns are being repeated they appear different due to an emphasis
on context and site variation. The effect of the constant spine built from transforming sections is
intended to be that of a mesmerising experience.
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The musical notation is incorporated into the site through three-dimensional perspectives. In both
section A and A1, the musical notation represents a grid like pattern to be played on the ground.
While in section B and B1 the musical notation wraps onto the walls and the ground. In section
C and C1 the musical notation is rearranged into multi-lanes of staircase and bridges where 18
landings are highlighted as a representation of the 18 musicians. On the other hand, section D is a
combination of all elements explored in the previous sections.
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Rhythmically there are two different forms of time occurring simultaneously in the architectural
spine. The first is the soft rhythm of the natural landscape, the second rhythm is the hard landscape in the design itself that runs freely from the top of Cliff Street down to the foreshore of the
Swan River. While each section of the spine contains its individual rhythmic elements, uniformity
is maintained through the gradual immersion of the natural site rhythm and the design rhythm.
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The grid patterns represent the pulsating rhythm throughout the Music for 18 Musicians. A square
pattern is used as the main grid pattern across the length of the spine. However in section D the
pattern is distinguished from the rest of the grid, where it transforms into rectangular stripes. This
particular section represents the middle section of the music where there is a change in musical
arrangement.
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Through the analysis of the musical recording through a spectrogram, data that represents rhythm
has been extracted and used as inspiration to form the grid. In some instances like Section D, the
spectrogram has been used to demonstrate a direct representation of music in the built form, while
in others an interpretation based on an intuitive reaction has been used to inform the design.

Developing MUSICAL PHRASES

Section A

A constant grid pattern comprising of a multiple squares is used as the walkway. The grid pattern
is introduced within the first section of the design to represent the start of the music. As a user
walks along the walkway certain squares from the grid curl up from the ground. While still maintaining the uniformity of the grid, this provides a playful and adaptive use of the squares to form
bollards and seating. There are also soil patches within certain squares, these work in synchronised
harmony as the grid interacts with the natural surroundings. This is followed by a bar line which
acts as barrier between pedestrians and vehicle traffic.

Section B

The ground patterns continue and evolve from square patterns into rectangular patterns. There
are many overlaying rhythms throughout the composition of Music for 18 Musicians. The most
dominant rhythm is the regular rhythm of the pianos and mallet instruments. A second rhythm
sung by singers and played by wind instruments weaves its way throughout the section. The rhythm
of the pianos and mallets are represented by the pattern on the ground and the wall, while the
voices and wind instruments rhythm is represented by the soft landscape. The bar line continues to
stretch towards the edge of Cliff Street providing a connection to the next section. As the ground
gradually slopes downwards, the existing pedestrian pavement is separated from the pathway, while
still allowing limited access for local traffic.

Section C

In reference to the music as well as the existing built form of the site, this section is the first interval within the spine. This section sits on top of the green scarp surrounded by multi-storey
residential buildings. The new Jacob’s Ladder becomes rhythmically dense with multiple stair lanes
that provide a look out from several perspectives. The existing vegetation defines a frame for the
these staircases. This vegetation includes mature native trees, exotic agaves and a heritage Moreton
Bay fig tree that sits at the foot of the staircase. The user is able to climb up and down through
multiple lanes intersecting one another; one that sits on top of the scarp directly while the other
lane hovers above. This growing rhythm of the staircases provide the user with an immersive experience within an alternate landscape.

Section D

Looking at the plan view, repetitive bars equally spaced may seem to look like a direct representation of the musical score. However, these bar lines consist of sub-sections within section D that
create a sense of density and confinement. These sub-sections include the canopy that sits at the
foot of Jacob’s Ladder, the zebra crossing line marking on the road, and a floating stair case that
is supported by rectangular columns that lead toward the bridge connecting Cliff Street and John
Oldham Park. In Music for 18 Musicians, the entire 11 sections of the music contain pulses of
human breath. The human breath in this section is represented in a form of hanging plants that
grow across the columns to break the rigidness of the uniform column structure.

Section C1

The sense of density and confinement from the previous section is relieved by the spaciousness
of this section. As a comparison, the interval on section C is sitting on the green scarp, while this
interval is floating on water. This section sits on the John Oldham Lake, using stepping-stones that
reveal themselves as multi-lane bridges intersecting with one another below the water line. The
same harmony is taken from section C but reimagined over water, providing an example of the
same theme re-contextualised through manipulation. The overlaying rigid structure and the water
encourages exploration however also establishes the site as a place of tranquility. Where there is
no boundaries in the direct experience of music, the same idea is applied to this particular section
where walking over the water creates an experience similar to frozen gravity.

Section B1

The relationship between the different sections is understood in terms of the alikeness between
sections. Certain characteristics will be shared, but others will be unique like section B1. The
harmony is applied inside a tunnel that has a different atmosphere and spatial experience to the
previous sections. The tunnel creates a dark and cold atmosphere, however interval spaces located below the road median islands provide relief from the tunnel. When approaching one of the
intervals the user must overcome an obstacle. A large solid rock that sits in between the walls of
the tunnel must be passed through before reaching the end of section B1. This section intends
to increase the intensity of the overall journey before emerging to the expansive view of the final
section of the journey; the Swan River.

Section A1

Similar to section A, the grid pattern returns however the sequence changes as it becomes elongated. The squares in the grid gradually fragment as they head toward the river in a sequence that
symbolises the dynamic crescendos throughout the music. Once the sequence reaches its maximum length the grid then returns to its original form. As the grid approaches its end point, a centred black granite block is raised from the grid. The contrasting material and colour of this block
provides a dramatic visual cue that symbolises the termination of the spine.

Discussions

Music for 18 Musicians > Sensorial Experiences

Minimalism in architecture, visual arts and music, while having limited appeal, it can effectively
create a strong emotional reaction. Repetitive textures and patterns can have a meditative effect
on people, as observed through the repetition of mantras in religion that can heighten spiritual experience and create a sense of calm. Steve Reich experiments with repetition in music, composing
music that evokes an emotional reaction from the listener. While minimalism in architecture can
sometimes be described as overly simple, stark and cold, the minimalism explored in Music for 18
Musicians reveals subtle details throughout the progression of time. This approach has been used
as an influence for Architectural Spine by subtly varying the repetitive elements. The constant
rhythm of the grid can look mechanical, however the detail and changes throughout the different
sections and transitions are engaging for the user. The result is a structure that is large and solid
like a sculpture, however provides relief through the interaction of changing repetitive elements
within the surrounding environment.

Building on the Precedent Studies

The design approach of this project is based on the geometric form and emotional narrative of the
music. The musical patterns have been rearranged to follow the natural contour and features of the
site, while the emotional narrative as expressed through the temporal dynamics and hypnotic quality of rhythmic repetition informs the journey and experience of the user as they move through
the spaces. In relation to the approaches used in the case studies:

Neuendorf House explores the idea of treating architecture like a series of musical passages,
through the use of walls. The user’s experience of the space program is similar to listening to a
piece of music. On the other hand, Holl has achieved sublime spatial experience through the design of Stretto House. Holl understands that the music is ‘felt’ and informs architecture through
elements of structural composition and materiality to represent musical timbre. To Libeskind a
building must provide a sensorial experience that allows users moving through the space to understand an emotional narrative. He effectively uses music to define and influence the program of his
design. Xenakis’ approach for the design of The Philips Pavilion could be regarded as the most
technical of the precedent studies. He has explored architecture beyond the discipline of music
incorporating geometry into his composition of Metastasis.

These precedent studies have inspired the thesis to address the emotional narrative of the design
project with programs, composition, proportion, scale and materiality, as well as the visual representation of the musical score. However, the use of multimedia will be considered for future
research. This is due to the project limiting itself to the exploration of three dimensional space,
further research will be required to apply alternative media to manipulate the sensorial experience.

Design Opportunity

The existing Jacob’s Ladder site has the appropriate contour and rhythmic movement suitable for
Music for 18 Musicians. Many comparisons can be drawn between the visual and sensory similarities of the site and the music, for example the existing Jacob’s Ladder staircase has 18 landings
which represent the 18 musicians as the core of the project. The existing Jacob’s Ladder site is
in great need of an upgrade, for both aesthetic and functional reasons. There is potential for the
design to provide a stronger connection with the natural landscape by removing barriers between
Jacob’s Ladder and the Swan River. This allows users to further engage with the surrounding natural landscape, from the top of the mountain down to the river foreshore. The current view from
the upper deck of Jacob’s Ladder has a limited view toward the river, by improving this the river
can be viewed from various outlooks.

In addition to this, a project of this nature would greatly improve a site that already holds social
and cultural significance for Perth. By improving this landmark the design could provide a further
attraction to Kings Park and Perth City. This design project will enhance the existing activities and
expand connectivity from Cliff Street, Mounts Bay Road, John Oldham Park to the Swan River.
This will create a sense of balance, allowing all users of the space to enjoy its program from multiple directions.

Playing in UNISON

Architectural Spine has demonstrated that music can be used effectively as a source of inspiration
through interpretation. This research has proven that the project could not exist without the equal
collaboration of architecture and music, resulting in architecture that is sculptural, aesthetically
pleasing, meaningful and emotional. Borrowing from the element of music can generate architectural drawings that function as an abstract form of musical notation, creating a relationship
between the two disciplines based on linearity and time.

This design approach and theory intends to further establish architecture as an art form. It allows
freedom of artistic expression and an opportunity to look outwards for inspiration. Removing
barriers between architecture and other disciplines is a step toward creating a sublime art form.
Architecture is able to achieve this within the discipline itself, however for the purpose of experimentation and innovation music can be used to influence and strengthen the emotional response
and sensorial experience to architecture. This research has provided further ideas to how other art
forms can influence architecture. Regardless of whether architecture looks to music, cinema, theatre or dance for inspiration, the dynamic curve and program of these performances can inform
the program of architecture.
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